RED DAWN USB
While computer audio is by no means a newcomer to the realm
of hifi, developments to this ever-changing technology are
keeping manufacturers on their toes, in order to stay in step with
modern components. The Red Dawn USB Cable is the first of
Nordost’s USB options to offer USB C plug compatibility, which is
quickly becoming an industry standard in the new generation of
computer hardware. Nordost’s Red Dawn USB Cable is the
perfect solution for hifi audio enthusiasts integrating computer
audio into their sound systems when using components that
require USB C connectors.
The Red Dawn USB Cable uses silver-plated 99.9999%, OFC signal
conductors, optimally designed for digital signal transfer. Each
conductor is precision wound to correspond accurately with
USB’s unique, hybrid twisted pair/non twisted pair geometry. The
new Red Dawn cable also utilizes Nordost’s proprietary FEP Micro
Mono-Filament technology, which allows it to transcend the
speed and precision necessary for higher bandwidth and high
speed, digital signal transmission. The conductors are then
shielded with a dual layer of braid and foil shielding, in order to
eliminate EMI and RFI and surpass USB 2.0 standards.

Designed, manufactured, and hand-terminated entirely in the USA,
the Red Dawn USB Cable guarantees the accurate construction
required to produce the best possible performance from computer
audio equipment.
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Fully manufactured and terminated in the USA
Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP) insulation
Micro Mono-Filament technology
Silver-plated 99.9999% OFC stranded conductors
Dual layer of silver braid and foil shielding
RoHS Compliant
Specially designed for USB C connectors

This cable is available terminated with C to Standard B (2.0), Mini
B (2.0), or Micro B (2.0) plugs. The Red Dawn USB ensures that all
the necessary information will be delivered with the efficiency
and diligence needed to maintain the correct impedance to
dramatically lift your hifi system to a new level of performance.

Termination Options
C to Standard B 2.0

C to Micro B 2.0

C to Mini B 2.0

MAKING THE CONNECTION
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